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Henry's Cocktail Lounge
"Funky Dive Bar"
If you are looking for a cheap divey spot to grab a drink in a city full of
upscale wine and cocktail lounges, this is the place to come to. Henry's
Cocktail Lounge is touted as one the few salt-of-the-earth dive bars to still
exist in Napa. Even though it has moved a couple of buildings away from
its original location, it still maintains its low-key dive bar feel. The bold red
walls are covered in framed photographs of the city and people can be
chatting at the bar over a drink or sitting at one of the small tables.
Friendly bartenders, super cheap drinks, a jukebox and a lively crowd
constitute the ambiance at Henry's.

by Joel Olives

+1 707 257 3008

823 Main Street, Between 2nd & 3rd, Napa Valley CA

Green Door
"Dive-In"
People who have lived in the wine country long enough know that there is
only one place to be after a hard day's work -the Green Door. With a
relaxed atmosphere that permeates every nook and corner of this laidback dive bar, don't be surprised if you find yourself refusing to leave.
Cheap alcohol is abundant here, but that's not what patrons come in here
for. Possibly one of the only bars in California to find a loophole in the
state's smoking laws, this dive allows indoor smoking. Grab yourself a
seat, light up and start conversations with random strangers. They all do.

by Phil Roeder

+1 707 255 9663

2955 Solano Avenue, Napa Valley CA

Maya Restaurant
"Yucatan Delights"

by TechCocktail

+1 707 935 3500

It is hard not to notice the Mayan paintings and petite wooden tables. The
Yucatan menu with European and Caribbean influences is sometimes
spicy but can be modified to suit your taste. Prawns Diablo, rib eye steak
and Maya carnitas are interesting entree choices. While Lime tortilla soup
and Maya house salad are innovative culinary treats that tease your
palate. Margaritas can be sipped at the Temple of Tequila which is an
aptly named bar. Mayan memorabilia is also available at the restaurant.
www.mayarestaurant.com
/

info@mayarestaurant.com

101 East Napa Street,
Sonoma CA
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